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OFFICE ZONE

Offering the different zones in the Nex.Us office gives staff a more diverse work style. By doing this, staff will have
the choice and control they need to find a good room that fits their work needs. These zones can ensure a sweet
spot of enviable office culture and productivity levels.
Ultimately, these zones can enable everyone to contribute to the company as well as work towards the goals they
set out in Nex.Us in positive, inspiring ways while accelerating business results at the same time.
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LAB ZONE
This zone can be used when you and
your team need a private space to
discuss your confidential projects.
Here, you'll be sure to give and get
undivided, maximum attention to
details.
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FOCUS ZONE (x 4 ZONES)
These zones will be used for consultations
with your respective career coaches,
where you have the privacy to speak in
confidence. These quiet zones can also be
used either as a space to ‘stretch out’ your
thoughts, or a private place allows
maximum concentration needed to be
productive, especially on work deadline.
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BRAINSTORMING ZONES ( X 1 ZONE)
Have any good business ideas? Want to
become the next service solution
provider? We have a lot of great minds in
Nex.Us and when they work together,
they’re capable of great things. But to
make the most of all that creative
potential, use this space with your team
members for inspiration, support and to
get your creative energy moving.
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CREATIVE ZONES ( X 2 ZONE)
Time to execute and get inspired! Mix and
match your creative flows, and come up
with further innovative ideas from the
plans you’ve brainstormed. Once you
have those plans, focus on how to get it
done and move those plans forward.
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COMMUNAL ZONES ( X 2 ZONES)
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COLLABORATION ZONE ( X 1 ZONE)

Eat, drink, and be merry. These zones
support the activities that make people
love coming to work. Aside from having an
area where you can catch up with your
colleagues, this zone allows teams to gel
and foster the kind of rapport that makes
thinking and creating together an agile,
energizing work experience.

This space provides natural crossroads
for members of the same team to meet
with other different teams to work
effectively together. You’ll be provided
with the adequate tools and environment
to pitch those business proposals and
expand ideas. The possibilities are
endless.

